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About This Game
Golf Defied is a new trend in the sphere already established for many ideas, both about Golf and video games. We have tried to
realize as much possibilities as possible on the base of Golf concept. We hope that after trying the game, you will most of your
requirements.
PHYSICS & MECHANICS
Physics in this game runs on an advanced engine and is computed with the highest frequency possible. Realistic physics, in its
turn, provides the ground for experiments with new mechanics that are based on the interaction of two or more moving bodies
with different physical materials. We have chosen for your evaluation several experimental, and what is the most important inteconnected and well-established mechanics that ensure the integrity of the game.
GAME WORLD
The atmosphere in Golf Defied has its own character, it can be kind, playful, mysterious, and even strict, but cannot be evil! The
game has several completely different locations - Ice, Nature, Pyramids. Those, in their turn, have unique mechanics that are
combined with an exclusive audio and visual style that creates a special mood. For example, in the location "Pyramids" there is a
nice connections of game mechanics and audio/visual presentation, which provides a sense of "physical collision with music."
We also hope that you will like the degree of balls development. Drones, each of them has its own body, tails and signals, and
even a little history.
SINGLE PLAYER & MULTIPLAYER
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You will have an opportunity to play the game together with other players from the very beginning to the end (similar to the
cooperative mode), as well as to play the game in a single player mode. Both modes are given enough attention - a simple
interface for single-player mode and a complex system for creating and managing matches for online mode. Multiplayer also
has an additional sub-mode "arena", where you can get the highest emotions from this game, and of course to Express them with
text chat and stickers, but it is best to do that in close contact, in the company of friends!
THE BALANCE OF THE COMPETITION
The lack of advantages from micropayment that can influence on the competitive part is an important component of any
company that respects players. Thus, in Golf Defied there is no premium currency or something to do with "such" monetization
policies, which can provide certain players with an unfair advantage over others. Only Your skill is a decisive factor in the fight.
We hope that Golf Defied will remain in Your memory even in future. We hope our game will impress You a lot. Enjoy the
game! Sincerely yours, Avelog Games.
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